How can we help
you?

Bespoke Staff/Trainee CPD

ELEVATE
YOUR
PE TEACHING
Let the PE Umbrella support your teaching staff and trainees on
their journey towards delivering consistently high-quality Physical
Education. Choose from a number of bespoke learning target areas
(outlined below) that best suit the needs of your school and staff as
we guide you towards a self-sustaining model of PE excellence.
Not sure about the areas you would like to develop? Contact The PE
Umbrella to come and complete a full subject audit and set your
own Umbrella Pathways first.

Bespoke
Staff/Trainee CPD

Over the course of a term or half-term, The PE
Umbrella will work closely alongside staff in your
school setting. From breaking down the National
Curriculum into learning intentions, through to
planning, delivery and assessing of a series of
lessons, staff members will observe, team-teach and
ultimately lead on their own. You can rest assured
that they will finish this journey feeling elevated!

Training Days and
Twilghts

What are the key areas for development in your
school PE plan?
The PE Umbrella can run bespoke Training Days or
Twilight workshops that cover everything from
Curriculum & Planning, Holistic PE, Afl, SEND PE,
Differentiation, Gamification and Practical
Pedagogy. Set your Umbrella Pathway and work
with The PE Umbrella to align and meet these goals.

Training Days & Twilights

PPA Cover/School Clubs

Online Support

PPA Cover/School
Clubs

Umbrella Pathways
Umbrella pathways are the routes
towards achieving targets that have
been set and agreed between The PE
Umbrella and the School. The
trajectory of these pathways are
monitored, checked and realigned if
necessary throughout the school year.
www.peumbrella.com

Online Support

Looking for School Clubs to add to your offering or
PPA cover to supplement one of your PE lessons
each week? Look no further than The PE Umbrella.
The PE Umbrella provides a fully qualified teacher
who delivers planned, progressive units that meet
the requirements of the National Curriculum across
all age groups.

Need refreshers or training on the go?
Contact The PE Umbrella to plan bespoke online
training webinars for your staff. From Curriculum
& Planning, Holistic PE, Afl, SEND PE,
Differentiation, Gamification and Practical
Pedagogy, simply ask for an area of learning, then
book a time and date for your staff to attend!

ryanellis.peumbrella@gmail.com

07577459085

